18 COVER STORY: CONTROVERSIAL CALIFORNIAN
You may not agree with his technique but tree artist Ted Kipping’s work is striking.

22 IRON COUNTRY EXPANDED
Iron country responds to the growth and increasing sophistication of today’s grounds manager.

31 ZOYSIAGRASS: A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE
Jackson Country Club in Carbondale, Ill., gets a fairway facelift using new Southern Illinois University seeding technology.

34 KNAPSACK SPRAYER CALIBRATION
Four simple equations for landscape managers of small areas who choose liquid pesticides.

38 NEW PRODUCTS, NEW RESEARCH
Weeds Trees & Turf reports on four events that may touch your operations in the future.

41 1986 GOLF AND TURF CALENDAR
Our annual listing of the Green Industry’s events for the coming year and who to contact to reach the various organizations.

46 MARKETING YOUR WAY TO THE TOP
Companies that plan their marketing inevitably grow faster than those which don’t.
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